Mike Lymans Flight Deck Rocket Room
‘lax is happening,’ new outreach campaign - restaurant until mike lyman’s flight deck restaurant on the
second (and top) floor of the main terminal building opened several months later. before the present terminal
was built, the old los angeles municipal airport ran along century boulevard near aviation boulevard. on the
roof, or second deck, was mike lyman’s flight deck restaurant. the prosser chronicles - los angeles to
edmonton 1957 - the prosser chronicles part 1 p.2 dream job p.4 ... mike lyman’ s pdf created with
pdffactory trial version pdffactory. 3 flight deck bar was miserably crowded (even at 11 pm), and i had to stand
in line to get a beer. june 15: the flight was due to leave at 11:55 pm but waited interminably for late
passengers and for traffic to clear ...
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